BAD EDUCATION

HOW WASHINGTON’S “WATCHDOG” JOINED
A FO R-P ROFIT EDUCATION TITAN’S DA RK
MONEY ADVOCACY SCHEME
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THE BACK STORY
In 2010, President Obama’s Education Department set its sights on the for-profit college industry with proposed regulations to, among other
things, force these schools to disclose statistics on
graduation rates and subsequent employment of
their students.1 Even more ominous from the industry’s perspective, the Department was working
on draft language that would have conditioned the
industry’s receipt of federal aid on the subsequent
performance of its students.

HELP hearing.4 On June 23rd, Democratic flack
and strategist Lanny Davis wrote an op-ed for The
Hill that defended for-profit colleges and trashed
Steven Eisman—a Wall Street investor slated to
give critical testimony at the next day’s hearings.5
The day of the hearing, Tom Mattzie—whose progressive credentials were unquestioned as a former director for MoveOn.org—accused Eisman
of being a financial “arsonist” in an op-ed for
Huffington Post.6

Senator Tom Harkin (D-Iowa), chair of the Health,
Education, Labor & Pensions (HELP) committee,
held a hearing on June 24th to investigate the federal government’s role in the industry’s growth.
(Harkin titled the hearing, “Emerging Risk? An
Overview of the Federal Investment in For-Profit
Education.”)2 Harkin was critical of the industry,
and penned a sternly-worded op-ed for the Los
Angeles Times following the hearing, comparing it
to the subprime mortgage industry.3

Most surprising, however, was the aggressive response of a group called Citizens for Responsibility & Ethics in Washington (CREW). A self-styled
government watchdog, fighting the use of federal dollars to bolster the for-profit college industry
seemed exactly the sort of cause that CREW would
adopt as its own. Instead, CREW’s founder and executive director Melanie Sloan sent a letter to Sen.
Harkin joining in the others’ criticism of allowing
Steve Eisman to testify.7 Sloan also followed up
with a Huffington Post op-ed, and her organization
later filed a complaint against the Department of
Education.8 9

For-profit colleges were sorely in need of liberal and Democratic defenders, and an unlikely
trio emerged in the days surrounding the Senate
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For Mike Elk, a liberal journalist then writing for
The American Prospect, this coordinated response
and the similarity of the weakly-sourced talking
points was too much to be a coincidence. Elk
wrote a story critical of Sloan, Davis, and Mattzie,
raising questions about whether the for-profit education industry had secretly funded the effort.10
In particular, Elk’s story asked whether John
Sperling — a liberal donor with ties to CREW
and the Democracy Alliance — might have been
involved, give that his Apollo Group owns one
of the country’s largest for-profit colleges. Elk’s
reporting raised serious questions but didn’t produce a smoking gun. For their part, CREW and
Sloan weren’t talking, and Elk noted the irony that
“CREW, a transparency organization, does not release the identities of its funders.”
These suggestions of pay-for-play influence, and
Sloan’s subsequent decision (later reversed) to
go work for Davis, were too much for even some
left-leaning groups to stomach. One writer in The
New Republic, for instance, questioned why “ethics stories still quote CREW’s Melanie Sloan” as
an expert on the subject.11 But outrage fades over

time, and today CREW again regained the “nonprofit government watchdog” title that it so eagerly cultivates. Still, the key question raised by the
Prospect in 2010— “Is the for-profit higher education industry, including John Sperling, funding
their organization?” — remained unanswered.12
Until now.
When Mike Elk wrote his article in 2010, the annual IRS filings (Form 990) for CREW and other
groups of interest in the for-profit college debate
were not yet available. More importantly, the means
to search these forms in aggregate—to see, for instance, if CREW was being supported through a
third-party non-profit—was also unavailable. Today, with a full complement of IRS filings and tools
like Citizen Audit, it’s possible to track donations
to CREW in 2010 and 2011 from a Sperling-affiliated non-profit called the Civic Duty Coalition.
Elk’s hunch in 2010 appears to be correct — he just
didn’t have the documents to prove it. Now we can,
and these IRS filings suggest that Washington’s selfstyled independent watchdog is actually no different than the pay-for-play groups that it criticizes.
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SPERLING + THE AURORA FOUNDATION
*Precise figure unknown:
Accountable America Director
Tom Matzzie admitted his group
“has in the past received funds from a
consortium of many donors that I
believe includes John Sperling”

$7,150,000
2007—2012

CIVIC DUTY COALITION

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
COALITION

ORGANIZATIONS MANAGED BY JIM GONZALEZ AND
ASSOCIATES AND ITS MANAGING PARTNERS

$150,000
2010—2011

$1,030,000
2010

$291,000
2010

AMERICANS FOR
DEMOCRATIC ACTION
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THE KEY PLAYERS
• Citizens for Responsibilty and Ethics in
Washington (CREW)
A liberal organization that calls itself a government watchdog. An early recipient of support
from the Democracy Alliance, a left-wing big
money organization linked to John Sperling.
Founded by Melanie Sloan, a former Democratic staffer on the House Judiciary Committee.
• John and Peter Sperling
Liberal billionaires in control of Apollo Group,
a for-profit education company that runs the
University of Phoenix. John is the founder of
the company; Peter, John’s son, is the current
Chairman of the Board and an associate of Jim
Gonzalez.
• Apollo Group
Public company that owns and operates a number
of for-profit colleges, including the University
of Phoenix. Founded by Dr. John Sperling, and
currently chaired by John’s son Peter.
• Aurora Foundation
John Sperling’s personal private foundation sustained with shares in Apollo Group. A financial
supporter of nonprofits in the JGA network.

ling. JGA controls a series of non-profits, some
of which are based in JGA’s offices and others
of which are based off-site and controlled by
JGA managing partners.
• Information Technology Coalition
A 501(c)(6) trade association located in JGA’s
headquarters, with a stated goal of “promot[ing]
the public policy interests of the information
technology industry at the federal, state, and local
level.” Jim Gonzalez is the executive director.
• Civic Duty Coalition
A 501(c)(3) tax-deductible charitable nonprofit registered to a law office in Las Vegas.
Its registered agent is Maria Morales, a JGA
managing partner
• Americans for Democratic Action
A 501(c)(4) social welfare organization that describes itself as a “liberal advocacy organization.”
• Accountable America
A 501(c)(3) tax-deductible charitable nonprofit
registered to the home of Thomas Mattzie, a
former director of Move On.org.

• Jim Gonzalez & Associates
A Sacramento consulting firm run by Democratic
political consultant Jim Gonzalez. Gonzalez is a
close associate of John Sperling and Peter Sper-
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THE MONEY TRAIL
In 2010, the American Prospect reported that
CREW might have received funding from the
for-profit colleges industry to advocate against
its apparent ideological interests on the Obama
Administration’s “gainful employment” student
loans rule. CREW, along with Americans for
Democratic Action and another group called Accountable America, all broke with the Democratic
consensus in favor of the Administration’s rule.13
Public tax documents create a strong case that
CREW, through a network of nonprofit groups
run by Sacramento-area Democratic political

consultant Jim Gonzalez, received funding for its
work from John Sperling, whose University of
Phoenix would have been adversely affected by
the proposed rules.
Jim Gonzalez runs a political consultancy in Sacramento called JG and Associates. Sperling, his son
Peter, and Gonzalez had worked together on political efforts in the past, most notably the campaign
in favor of Proposition 7 in California.14 He or his
close associates operate several nonprofit organizations, some from his consultancy headquarters and
others off-site.

These include:
• The Information Technology Coalition, a 501(c)(6) trade association located in JG’s headquarters.

 or example: http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/accountable-america-to-senate-dont-be-manipulated-by-steve-eisF
man-97068844.html, http://www.adaction.org/pages/posts/what-s-the-deal-with-for-profit-colleges481.php
14
See http://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/18/us/18seven.html?pagewanted=print
13
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• Th
 e Civic Duty Coalition, a 501(c)(3) tax-deductible charitable nonprofit registered to a law office in Las
Vegas; its principal officer is Maria Morales, a JG Associates managing partner

• The Latino Policy Coalition, a 501(c)(3) tax-deductible charitable nonprofit located in JG’s headquarters
• The Renewable Energy Accountability Project, a 501(c)(3) charitable nonprofit registered to an office in
Reno, Nevada; its principal officer is Maria Morales, a JG Associates managing partner
John Sperling has a personal private foundation sustained with shares in Apollo Group—the Aurora
Foundation—that acts as either the primary or sole funder for the three nonprofit groups in the Gonzalez influence network. Between 2007 and 2012, for instance, the Aurora Foundation gave Civic Duty
Coalition grants totaling $7.15 million.15

Civic Duty Coalition Incoming Contributions, 2007- 2012

Aurora Foundation
95%

Other Grants
5%

15

 or 2012: http://pdfs.citizenaudit.org/2013_11_PF/86-0873239_990PF_201212.pdf ; for 2007: http://pdfs.citizenaudit.
F
org/2008_06_PF/86-0873239_990PF_200712.pdf
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None of the Gonzalez nonprofit organizations appear to have any staff, with each reporting zero individuals
employed (line 5 of the Form 990 tax return).
IRS filings show that the Sperling-financed (and JGA-managed) Civic Duty Coalition channeled $150,000
to CREW during the 2010-2011 period in which CREW attacked the Administration’s for-profit education
proposal. The donation to CREW was listed on both the 2010 and 2011 form 990 as “Citizens for Repons-

ability [sic] and Eth.”
CREW is not the only organization active in the for-profit debate that was being supported through the Gonzalez/
Sperling network. In 2010, the Information Technology Coalition—the Gonzalez-managed trade association—
provided over $1.25 million in cash grants to two organizations:16
• O
 ver $1 million to Americans for Democratic Action, a liberal group that advocated against the Obama Administration education rule. (ADA also received a $30,000 grant from Civic Duty Coalition in 2012)
• $ 291,000 to former MoveOn.org organizer Thomas Mattzie’s Accountable America, which was based out of his
house. (Mattzie was an outspoken critic during the for-profit education hearings. He later acknowledged that “a
non-profit group that I started and serve as Chairman has in the past received funds from a consortium of many
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donors that I believe includes John Sperling, founder of the University of Phoenix …”)17
• In
 2011, ITC also paid the Civic Duty Coalition $50,000—further tying the group into the influence network.
All told, the documents show a concerted effort by Sperling, Gonzalez, and their associates to obscure the for-profit education mogul’s involvement in funding Democratic resistance to the Democratic Administration’s moves

against for-profit colleges.

It’s worth pausing to recognize the importance of newly-searchable IRS filings on Citizen Audit. The
grants to CREW from the Civic Duty Coalition—an organization registered to a law firm in Las Vegas,
with zero employees, funded by Sperling, and controlled by his associate’s consulting firm—only show
up on the IRS filings for Civic Duty, because CREW does not disclose its donors. Without Citizen Audit,
no reasonable person would have tied the Civic Duty Coalition to CREW or anything specific related
to the for-profit college debate. (The organization lists as its goal “educat[ing] the public regarding
general decline in civic participation by individuals in American institutions.”)18

16
17

http://pdfs.citizenaudit.org/2011_06_EO/94-3338949_990O_201012.pdf
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/tom-matzzie/senate-invites-arsonist-t_b_624398.html
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CONCLUSION
CREW’s involvement in what appears to be a
concerted, well-designed effort to obscure the
flow of money from Sperling and the Gonzalez
nonprofit network is only the latest installment
in a litany of questionable conduct that calls into
question the organization’s self-description as an
honest broker of D.C. ethics. Sloan’s group has
been exposed already for heavily-slanted (bordering on partisan Democratic) “watchdog” activity,
hounding Republicans and conservatives while
taking a Johnny-come-lately attitude to Democratic misdeeds.
The recent partnership with Media Matters CEO
and Democratic operative David Brock will undoubtedly make the group even more partisan.
None of Brock’s other 501(c) organizations disclose their donors. Going forward, CREW’s mission in Brock’s empire appears simple: CREW will
trade on its undeserved reputation for impartiality
to attack the enemies of Brock and his patrons.
It’s a classic pay-for-play business model that’s
only a subtle change from the “Bad Education”
approach described in this report. These IRS

18

filings connect CREW to a sophisticated “dark
money” scheme to ride the donations of a major left-wing donor that resembles in its secretive sophistication the same influence methods
CREW denounces.
It’s not the first time that CREW has engaged in
extremely cynical hypocrisy. Melanie Sloan has
denounced center-right nonprofits for exercising
their rights under the tax code to refrain from providing lists of their donors to the public. CREW
does not do so; Sloan told TIME: “I wouldn’t
have any donors if I revealed all my donors.”
Brock appears to have similar views.
Outgoing CREW Executive Director Sloan ultimately summed up the entire sordid escapade
very well herself (in 2007). Commenting on another issue, she told MSNBC: “I actually have
to say that I think it is a problem to be publicly
critical of other people`s conduct… if you are
engaging in that conduct yourself.”
Ms. Sloan, we couldn’t agree more.

http://pdfs.citizenaudit.org/2012_10_EO/20-2778310_990_201112.pdf
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